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We are in the process of converting over from Kodak Trillian plates to their Senora 
processorless plate technology. According to Kodak, the Pressroom shouldn’t have to do 
anything different to run their new plates. I would like to get some real-world advice from 
other printers who have made this transition. In practical terms, what have you found that 
you had to be careful of, had to change your routine in, etc. to accommodate the new plate 
technology. 
 

 

 
We are a Non-Heatset web printer. We switched over the processor less Senora plate 2 years 
ago with no problem. We use a mild acid fountain solution, and the plates actually came up on 
press much faster with better color reproduction. Still using the plate today. 
 
 

 
I don’t currently use these plates, but one thing I would caution you about is the run lengths. If 
you are a short run shop you will be fine. Just food for thought. 
 
 

 
Whenever we changed plates we had to go through the press and adjust all rollers, clean up the 
press, throw out all sponges& dirty buckets. Went through all plate packings due to contamination 
and defects and found all presses used a slight variant of pH. Super clean the dirty tank chillers 
and dirty hoses to  fountains from  solution tanks,  test & consider age and condition of forms and 
ductors, clean ends for hicky elimination and correct width of stripe, we use ¼- 9/32.  Check all 
durometers first before running plates with specs from plate mfg and roller vendor for input as to 
their experience with plates on surface hardness vs current model.  Run press with hot water & 
vinegar for ½ hour with 2 wash ups.  Check plate clamps for correct setting for plate thickness, 
some stations will probably be using doubled up metals or papers to pull the plates in.  Once we 
got through this the surface characters of the ink &  water affinity of the surfaces had the plates 
running  fine. Sounds like a lot of extra work but it collected bad habits and eliminated them early 
on so all staff was in favor of the new plate. 
 
 

 
Our pressman didn’t have to do anything different with the processorless plates but from our 
experience, these plates are not intended for long runs.  We were only able to get around 
150,000 impressions before we had to make a new set, and they developed shiny streaks from 
lead edge to tail which did not go away; we believe this was caused by piling on the blankets 
transferring to the plates.  They are extremely sensitive to light so when they are imaged they 
need to be kept in the dark until press-time. We also found once they are imaged they do not 
have a shelf life of more than a week. If they sit longer than that, there is a distinct possibility that 
they will not roll up properly.  We ended up going back to the Trillian plates. 
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We’re using Fuji plates, but I imagine it’s a similar situation. There was some difficulty in getting 
our linearization curves set, because we don’t have a plate reader that can read these plates – 
not enough contrast. We were able to get a “canned” curve from Fuji, which we then tweaked a 
bit by running calibration strips on both the new and old plates and putting them on press. Once 
we got that squared away, things have been pretty smooth. 
 
 

 
We only Use Fuji Plates and we have no trouble with or proceesor 
 
 

 
 
 


